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School Supply List for Fourth Grade for 2017-2018
Welcome to Fourth Grade! We’re glad to have you at LCS. Please see
http://misscrachi.com/back.html#supplies for pictures and clarification on some items.
The Amazon list for this is here: http://amzn.com/sl/1AA805WR8AKYI, so you can see the
items and order ones you want.
Daily: -Healthy snack (one item: fruit, veggies, crackers and cheese, pretzels, popcorn)
-a water bottle that completely closes (one with a straw that closes, please, because it’s

easy for spills to occur)
Household:

-2 boxes of facial tissues (unscented)

-3 bags of individually-wrapped candy (ex: Blow pops, Jolly Ranchers, Airheads, Dum-Dum
pops, Smarties, etc.): can get at the Dollar Store
-roll-on deodorant (to be left in your cubby or backpack to use after gym)
Academic: Please put your name on everything possible.
 One 2-inch 3-ring binder (any color) (must fit all folders, pencil pouch, the school-

provided planner, and the math notebook)
 Zippered pencil case that goes in a binder – for pencils, red pens, eraser, scissors,
calculator, glue sticks, colored pencils, ear buds, permanent marker (the case goes in

the front of the binder)
 A LOT of #2 pencils, sharpened (I suggest mechanical pencils because our sharpeners

aren't very good)
 small pencil sharpener with a shavings catcher (make sure it screws shut so it doesn't

spill)
 large eraser, red pens or pencils, a black permanent marker (fine tip), calculator with
basic 4 operations, scissors (small but with pointed blades so they cut well; make sure

the calculator and scissors are small enough to fit into the zipper pouch; I recommend
a flat calculator for this reason)
 1 pack of colored pencils (an 8-pack is fine)
 several glue sticks (Elmer's extra strength permanent bond is best; don't get washable

because it doesn't work well; we use these for our notebooks in almost every subject
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almost every day, so you’ll need a lot)
 6 folders with side pockets and 3 hole-punched: Please get one of each of these colors:
red, orange, yellow, green, blue and one unique one (can be anything, but not one of
those colors). Some go into the binder in this order and label them: Home/School (the
unique one: label one side "Goes Home" and the other half "Goes to School"), math
(green: label the left side "math work (hw, corrections)" and the right side "corrections
done"). The next folders need to be labeled but don't go in the binder: science (red),
social studies (orange), "Stays in School" (yellow), and language arts (blue).
 1 pack of 8.5x11" college-ruled lined paper (please use regular paper, not paper torn

from a notebook since that creates a mess; put this into the binder behind the folders)
(will possibly need more later in the year)
 3 marble composition books, college-ruled, 100 sheets (200 pages); 3 different colors if
possible- if you can't get these specific colors, please get black; label one for science
and social studies (red or orange), language arts (blue), Bible (purple). Please number
the notebook pages in the science/social studies and Bible notebooks (you don’t need
to number language arts), with number one being the first page in the upper right
corner, 2 being the second page in the upper left corner, etc., with odd in the upper
right and even in the upper left.
 1 green college-ruled, 3-hole punched notebook: label it Math and number it like the
other notebooks (this goes in the binder after the green Math folder)
 Spiral bound sketch book: 8-1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12", 70# weight for art class
 12-inch ruler with metric on one edge, inches on the other (do not get one that bends

because it will quickly become inaccurate; make sure the inch side has lines of various
sizes- see misscrachi.com)
 a Bible (you don’t need to buy a new one, but if you need to get one, please get one

without tabs and with a concordance in the back if possible- the NIV Adventure Bible
that many students have is a good one)
 a small Merriam-Webster dictionary (to keep in your desk: Webster's New World

Dictionary is recommended)
 3x5 index cards with lines on one side and the other side blank

